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ATTENTION! 
The product is an electronic device and it requires careful handling!  

 
I.  General use 
The device is designed to be connected to electronic timing system. It gives a signal to start timing in athletics track 
events. 
 
II. Technical specification 
The device is equipped with the starting cable with banana plugs. 
 
III. Assembly 
The product is ready to use after unpacking, it does require any assembly. 
 
IV. Operating 
When the trigger is pressed, the device produces a starting signal.   
 

V. Declaration 

1) No. 2016-12-22 
2) Issuer’s name:  POLANIK 
    Issuer’s address:  Zyczliwa 11, 97-300 Piotrkow Tryb. 
3) Object of declaration: 

  
4) The object of declaration described above is in conformity with the requirements of the company production 

internal norms.  
Additional Information 

5) Declaration for:  
Buyer/Distributor/User 

Signed for and in behalf of: 
POLANIK 
2016-12-22 Piotrkow Tryb. 
(Date and place of issue) 
 
6) Pawel Ciechanowski 
 Product Manager 
…………………….…………………..                                                    …………………………………………………………………………… 
 (Name, function) (Signature or equivalent authorized by the issuer) 

  

No. Description of goods Code 

1 Starting device for electronic timing system RS-START9 



ASSEMBLY AND USER MANUAL 

alarm revolver 

Model BAFLO9 

cal. .22 long 

  

 

 

® 
Start 

Year of foundation 1977 

 

 

 
Important information and general use of alarm revolver  
model Baflo-9  
Before using the revolver read this manual and safe exploitation instructions carefully. Safe exploitation doesn’t 
depend only on mechanical weapon’s functioning, it depends first of all on proper usage of the revolver.  
Alarm(starting) revolver Baflo-9 is gun which demands alarm(starting) long blank side ignition cartridges cal. .22 
and holds 9 rounds. It is destined to use by adults. It is available without gun’s permission. (Dz. U. Nr 53/99 pos. 549 
Art.11 §5 z dn. 19.06.1999r). 
 
Alarm revolver’s model Baflo-9 destination:  



 

 Starting various sport competitions  

 Starting an alarm(noice) in case of danger in order to frighten away an intruder.  

 Help call (SOS) by light cartridge for example in backwoods(in mountains, on a lake).  

 Animals frightening(for example aggressive dogs, birds praying in garden and orchards)   

 Shooting fireworks(using thimble) during New Year’s Eve Party. 

 Hunting dogs and watchdogs training(resistance to noice)  
 
 
Safety regulations and use:   
 
 Cartridges loading is possible only after previous cartridge(1) stop’s cocking and drum magazine(2) with raising 
drum’s(3) left pushing out.  After ammunition’s loading and cocking(4) You should close drum’s raising part with 
the drum magazine. It is prohibited to open and close the drum when the cock is fully withdrawn. It will cause 
follower’s damage. Shooting cycle ends when the ninth cartridge is shot. Pulling the firing lock should be energetic 
what guarantees right drum magazine’s position and protects it from damages caused by firing pin. To throw used 
cartridge cases open the drum again and push pusher stop. In order to fire a flare screw the thimble(5) to the 
muzzle(look at page 4)  
A convenience by getting a knowledge about the revolver’s construction and ordering replacements is a picture 
with a description(look at page 5).  
 

 Always treat the revolver as if it was loaded.  

 Keep the revolver away from children and mentally ill people.  

 Don’t use any other cartridges than alarm(sporting) cartridges cal. .22.   

 Always aim the muzzle at a safe direction.  

 Don’t aim at people.  

 Don’t use the revolver after drinking alcohol or taking psychoactive medicaments. 

 It is recommended to use protective goggles while shooting. 

 Shooting fireworks using thimble should take place only in the open, away from flammable objects. Keep 
special caution and aim the fire vertically up.  

 It is recommended to use high- quality cartridges.  

 To avoid blocking the muzzle clean it in the same way as every other kind of weapon, using enclosed 
cleaning rod. To clean the muzzle always screw the thimble out and after cleaning shot the revolver without 
the thimble. Clean also the drum magazine and cartridge chamber. Smear the revolver with relevant oils.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 



 



 
 
 

Attention! 

I case of using the revolver in discord with the manual the producer shall not be liable for any possible damages, injuries or 
item’s damages. And that way all rights and claims connected with refund expire!   

All attempts of mechanic interference are prohibited and can cause legislative consequences!  

The product is reported to patent security!  

The product doesn’t require sign of security “B” certificate.  

The guarantee is in force for 12 months since the date of the purchase. Without filled in and stamped GUARANTEE CARD 
the producer won’t take the refund into consideration!   

The guarantee doesn’t exclude, limit or suspend purchaser’s rights which are a result of an article and a contract 
discrepancy.  

 
HAVE A SATISFACTION WHILE USING OUR PRODUCTS!  

 
Producer - PL 

 
P.P.H.U. 

Street: Mikołaja Reja 8 

Radwanice 55-010 Św. Katarzyna 

www.start-mateja.com.pl 

e-mail: biuro@start-mateja.com.pl 

 


